**CAUTION**

This configuration will allow forward movement of the wheelchair with the user seated while preventing rearward mobility. Rearward movement of the chair can be achieved only by the caregiver by means of the temporary override lever. Please be advised that if the user rolls up to an immovable object such as a wall, desk, bed, window etc. **they will not be able to back-up**. For this reason, this configuration should only be used in a closely supervised situation.

The use of rear anti-tippers (Safe•t mate Model SM-008 or similar) is strongly recommended in combination with this configuration.

1. Install the anti-rollback system **completely** per instructions.

2. Remove **Seat Lever Assembly** consisting of lever and articulating seat pad (highlighted in gray). Retain 2 bolts and nuts.

3. Temporary override lever **must** remain installed in order for caregiver to move chair backward.
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